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An outerplanar graph is a planar graph which has an embeddingin the plane such
that all nodes lie on the outer face. We focus on the degree distribution in unla-
belled outerplanar graphs. The basis for our result are works by Fusy et al. [1],
who asymptotically enumerated unlabelled outerplanar graphs, and by Drmota,
Giménez and Noy [3] and McDiarmid, Steger and Welsh [4] who obtained re-
sults on the degree distribution in the labelled case. Similarly as in the papers
mentioned above, we use a generating functions approach andmethods of singu-
larity analysis. To deal with unlabelled structures, we have to take into account
all automorphisms evolving from permutations on the set of vertices, using cycle
index sums and Ṕolya’s theory. With the help of the mentioned tools, we prove
the following theorem:

THEOREM 1. For k≥ 2, let Xk
n denote the number of vertices of degree k in an

unlabelled2-connected outerplanar graph with n+2 vertices. Then Xkn satisfies a
central limit theorem with expected valueEXk

n ∼ µk ·n with µk > 0 and variance
VXk

n ∼ σ2
k ·n.

Interestingly, this result, even the expected valueµk, is identical with the one
for 2-connected labelled outerplanar graphs, which implies that these graphs are
quite rigid and thus the (few) appearing symmetries do not influence the asym-
ptotic behaviour. In the connected case there is an exponential number of symme-
tries which will influence the result, thus the expected value will differ from the
one in the labelled case, but still a central limit law can be obtained.
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